Against this background, we will explore the role of computational power and information technologies as dominant factors in the formation of computational urban models and normative city theories. We will show how these models and theories, emerging mainly during the 19th and 20th centuries, present leaping correspondences with more ancient conceptions of the city, when observed from a meta-level or episteme (Foucault, 2002) approach. First, and for the sake of clarity, we will deal with some methodological 1 This Manuscript is under review at City journal 2
elucidations around the concepts of theory, model and episteme, and how we will refer conceptually to these terms throughout this paper. Secondly, we will review these evolving technological and computational levels of abstraction and their influence on the different conceptions of the city. Thirdly, we will develop the hypothesis of a conceptual gap, between our current technological capacity -grounded on the abundance and availability of urban data streams -and the state of the art in urban modelling and city theory. Lastly, building upon Foucault's concept of episteme (Foucault, 1970) and genealogy (Foucault, 1977b ), we will explore this gap by speculating around the possibility of an inversion in computational urban modelling and city theory. And above all, we will question the terms in which we can think of the city, in an age where the world can be virtually conceived as fully urban, and the continuity and abundance of urban data streams giving account of it can be taken for granted. How are we articulating the phenomena we call city on top of this generic common ground? Keywords Urban models, urban theory, episteme, genealogy, computation, technology, complexity, big data Introduction: Model, theory, genealogy
The Oxford English Dictionary defines theory as a supposition or a system of ideas intended to explain something, especially one based on general principles independent of the thing to be explained, and a model as something such as a system that can be copied or a simple description of a system, used for explaining how something works or calculating what might happen, etc. Under this light, theory places itself on a metalevel in relation to the model: while the former explains a certain condition through general principles, the latter is an established system playing within a certain framework. Consequently, theories are structural for any modelling; there cannot be any model without a theory, even if this theory has not been made explicit (Wassermann, 2011) .
However, on his more recent critique on models, Batty points out that in cities any simplification at all is too great a simplification and we loose the essence of what we are interested in. (Batty, 2015) . This argument raises a paradox that this paper would like to tackle: in spite of the abundance of urban data streams and the rising scale and complexity of the urban as a global phenomenon, the question of the city is still being addressed today in simplifying and idealizing terms. The problem addressed in this paper is therefore not the one of urban theories and models per see, but rather the one of the apparatuses of order that condition them. As we have exposed previously, we could assume that theories constitute an encapsulating metalevel for populations of models; however, in order to address a problem of order around the extensive accumulation of discourses about the city, in terms of their differences and similarities, a more abstract meta level --encapsulating yet transgressing description, modelling and theory --needs to be addressed.
Michel Foucault extensively explored the concepts of transgression (Foucault, 1977a) , apparatuses of order (Foucault, 1980b) , and the history of madness and sexuality (Foucault, 1979 ). Yet, Foucault does not write about history in a standard sense. His history is one of disruption rather than progression, one of epistemological breaks rather than steadiness. For Foucault history does not refer to a living continuity or a sequence of causal relations or evolutionary process based on a linear vector of time, but appears rather as a system of shifting relations of power in the discourses of knowledge. Identifying these relations as an archaeology, he excavates subjugated forms of knowledge out of more established ideologies by a process of historical differentiation. Foucault's questions are directed instead towards the types of series that need to be established between events or the criteria of periodization that should be adopted for each of them (Foucault, 2012) . He goes even further by questioning the grounds on which these forms of excluded knowledge can be considered as true or false, by a method that he calls genealogy, against the claims of a unitary or absolute theory that would hierarchize them. For Foucault, a genealogy should be seen as a kind of attempt to emancipate historical knowledge from that subjection, to render them (...) capable of opposition and struggle against the coercion of a theoretical, unitary, formal and scientific discourse (Foucault, 2012) .
Hence, in order to explore the hypothesis of a conceptual gap, between our current technological capacities and the current state of the art in urban modelling and city theory, we will build up on Foucault's genealogy, as a method which is concurrently multidimensional (outside of linear causal historical relations), operational (able to encapsulate any urban theory or model, existent or yet to exist) and at the same time epistemic (focusing on the conditions of possibility of forms of knowledge or ways of articulating the idea of city, rather than established structures of urban knowledge). By no means, we see this stance as a claim for "The End of Theory" (Anderson, 2008 ) but rather as an evocation towards the possibility of coexistence of models and theories.
As representational idealised models reach a limit when facing cities as complex phenomena, we will alternatively abstain from postulating the why and the how or any kind of underlying mechanism in a given urban condition, as this would represent the perpetuation of the highlighted paradox. Instead, like on Foucault's genealogy, we will focus on developing a unifying perspective for the assessment of different modelling approaches, while preserving all their diversities, to which we will refer here as "prespecific (Bühlmann and Wiedmer, 2008; Moosavi, 2015) . Finally, we would like to deliberately remind and adhere to Foucault's intention in "The Order of Things" (Foucault, 
2002):
I am not concerned, therefore, to describe the progress of knowledge towards an objectivity in which today's science can finally be recognized; what I am attempting to bring to light is the epistemological field, The episteme in which knowledge, envisaged apart from all criteria having reference to its rational value or to its objective forms, grounds its positivity and thereby manifests a history which is not that of its growing perfection, but rather that of its conditions of possibility (…) Attempt to a genealogy of the city
In the "City of Theory" (Hall, 1988) , Peter Hall points out the major transition that the fields of urban planning and design were exposed to during the 1950's. During this decade computers, although still rare and expensive, provide the framework on which systems analysts develop a new paradigm in city planning relying on models and accurate methodologies rather than old fashioned architectural blueprints. During the 1970s', with the increase in computational power and the advent of the "Systems Revolution" traditional models become more elaborate and detailed, while urban planners and city theorists develop tripartite normative theories describing successive ages in civilisation (Shane, 2005) , classifying the diversity and width of existent urban models within a larger encapsulating frame.
There are several comprehensive literature surveys that review both, the fields of urban modelling and city theories from a chronological perspective such as Batty's (2009) or Wilson's divided to spatial, temporal and functional scales (2012). Amongst the most prominent examples in city theory we could list Kevin Lynch's Normative City Theory (Lynch, 1984) , Cedric Price's Egg Diagrams (Shane, 2005) and Spiro Kostof's Three City Models (Kostof, 1991) . (See Fig. 1 ). More recently, Brenner and Schmidt (2015) have posed the question of a new epistemology of the urban, by investigating the categories and methods of urban analysis by which the contemporary urban condition should be examined.
Even tough we adhere to idea that a universal or naturalistic form of urban settlement is not a viable approach, we believe a new approach doesn't require to reinvent key categories of analysis in relation to ongoing processes of historical change (Brenner, 2015) , but demands rather to get rid of them. The urban phenomena is a complex one, and any attempt to define it in terms of dimensions or parameters becomes arbitrary as a pre-selection always needs to be done by the modeler or observer in question. This critique stands on a conceptual level, as it applies to urban theory in as much as it does to computer urban models.
Placing such an emphasis on the new categories and dimensions of urban analysis would suggest for us the establishment of a new theory of the urban. This exactly the point where we consider a genealogy of the urban, rather than a theory, can provide a more abstract approach to a setup in which data, not infrastructures, are subtract. While a theory exposes explicitly how 'things work' or which kind of methodology to follow, a genealogy remains implicit by offering a constellation of indexes to be articulated as "space of the possible", it is a cloud rather than a structure. (Shane, 2005) has approached the wide population of urban models from a more abstract perspective, by contextualising urban concepts, often taken for granted, like specific morphologies or systemic metaphors. This gesture towards discussing epistemic shifts indexically, in relation to wider cultural and technological contexts, animates our interest. How to build a genealogy of the city where the digital is contemplated as an integral part of it, to the same extent that physical infrastructures and electricity have been considered its main subtracts throughout industrialisation and the 20th century?
Today it would seem almost common sense to affirm that information underpins everything in the universe (Gleick, 2011) . According to Serres, information has always been here, emitted, received, stored and processed (Serres, 2013) , decoupled from time and place and across cultures.
Levels of abstraction in technologies of information are constituted by the ways in which we master this four-fold activity, giving account of our abilities to deal with complexifying urban environments and increasing populations. As pointed out by Townsend (2013) , the relation between cities and information technology began in the ancient world. As cities become larger and more complex, so do information technologies, and inversely as the latter provide space for more abstract operations cities embrace opportunities for expanding and engendering new lifestyles. Six thousand years ago, the first settlements emerged amid the irrigated fields of the Middle East and served as physical hubs for social networks devoted to commerce, worship, and government. As wealth and culture flourished, writing was invented to keep tabs on all of the transactions, rituals and rulings. It was the world's first information technology (Townsend, 2013) . In the nineteenth century, the railroad and the telegraph contracted distances and played a major role in the expansion and development of the industrial city, certainly not merely led by mechanic physical power but clearly also by information technologies. In the last century, we invented a machine that allows for the abstraction and acceleration of the emission, reception, storage and treatment of information, a strange machine with four universal rules, a universal machine (Serres, 2013) . Computers, these universal machines, are the ultimate mental amplifiers -computers can amplify any intellectual activity we can imagine (Evans, 2011) .
From this perspective, and in order to ponder seriously the latest relevance that has been given to information and "Big Data" in the fields of urban modelling and city theories, we will integrate in a proposed genealogy the role of computational power along a capital notion in Computer Science: the concept of abstraction. By mapping a landscape of singular marks, rather than constituting an ontological system of categorization, we will argue on four regions or levels of abstraction (See Table 1 ) inside a spectrum of cities and information, entering, knowing, connecting and learning. On "A Short Course for Model Design", Lowry (1965) argues that descriptive models reveal much about the structure of the urban environment, reducing the apparent complexity of the observed world to coherent and rigorous languages of mathematical relations. Drawing on Lowry's scheme, Batty refers to these models as "Iconic", as they visually convey what the real things looks like, as scaled down versions of it (Batty, 2007) .
This kind of models is mainly grounded on geometry. (Lowry, 1965) . As a result, in this setup only one solution is possible to a given problem.
Geometry and corpus
Descriptive approaches are therefore easily translatable into specific geometries, governed by a set of equations or divine principles that can be translated into non-volatile, established and controllable conditions. In this line of thought, Lynch's cosmic city governs the finite boundaries of its domain within explicitly identified laws and accurate proportions. (Lynch, 1984) . Concurrently, Cedric Price's "Boiled Egg" model is defined purely in geometric terms: dense, fixed in concentric rings of development and still encased in a shell, alluding to the organisational structure of a nucleus within a perimeter wall.
Economical-spatial models introduced in the mid 50 Coupled with the development of logical positivism, these models flourish as a means for the instauration of general hypothesis about urban spatial distribution that could be consecutively tested.
Divine laws and cosmos
Elliade places the divine as archetype and inspiration as it is only for their gods that men exert themselves so extravagantly (1954), reaffirming the idea of the city as cultural cosmos or miniature representation of the universe. In this line of thought, Rykwert argues that the geometrical layout of a town embeds the cosmos itself through the manifestation of specifically cultural divine laws (Rykwert, 1954) . He stresses further the primacy of these acts of settlement by affirming the concept of town, not as rational or functional phenomena, but rather as a conceptualization of rituals, myths and crafts. These myths situate us in a universe within which we can recognize ourselves, reaffirming the idea of the city as cultural cosmos or miniature representation of the universe (Rykwert, 1988 ).
Rykwert argues that the geometrical layout of a town embeds the cosmos itself through the manifestation of specifically cultural divine laws.
In this setup cities can be seen as micro-cosmos, all parts bonded into perfectly ordered wholes, which do not posses urban alphabets nor combinatorial logics but rather all pervading, divine ordering principles. Their centres are not places of maximum concentration nor economic interest but rather places of identification, the ones that distinguish themselves from other places.
We could consider this approach as monist, as one and only one set of principles explains simultaneously both natural and the cultural realms. Materialist Monism (Curd and McKirahan, 2011) aims at providing an explanation of the physical world by means of a single element (Curd, 1996) , where the one can be identified with the whole cosmos and inversely. Already in 1928, Sorokin (1928) scepticism about the applications of computational models to real world problems (Lee, 1973) . We consider this level of abstraction as computational or machinic, and based on the prescription of an ideal form following principles of some rational or moral objectives.
Logic and module
Towards the mid 1950's, the development of integrated circuits dramatically increases the efficiency and speed of computers, leading to a fascination for the quantification and analysis of diverse societal phenomena under the form of mathematical models. The introduction of mainframe simulations and structured programming, also called high-level or procedural languages, shifts the focus from the linear sequences of instructions towards a flow of operations, integrating higher-level constructs such as while loops (iteration) and switch statements (selection) (Scott, 2000) , that we will see clearly manifest in concurrent ideas of the city.
For Lynch (1984) , the machinic manifests in processes of colonisation, where additive systems of rules allow for uninterrupted urbanisation and ubiquitous power.
Modularity consents extension by addition without perturbing a general order where parts can be replaced independently. According to Mumford and Copeland (1961) , the Greek democratization of the urban block or module, assigned to a certain type of an established urban vocabulary, provides not only international legibility but allows equally a commodification of the land that denies its cosmic memory. By importing the Greek grid, the Roman city inverts from a political focus on social order and distribution towards an economic emphasis on expansion ex-novo and territorial organisation. In a similar fashion, for Pope (1996) , the American land expansion under the regime of the "Jeffersonian Grid"
indicates not just democratic allocation, but defines an obvious national destiny, regulating and predefining everything that is and there is to be (Pope, 1996 ).
Algorithms and machines
On this level of abstraction, the identification of a general law as natural order is no longer sought after but rather its prediction and mechanization. We identify here a shift from a cosmic diagnosis towards mechanical prognosis, where model the aim is to predict its state in time; therefore a causal consequence must be specified. An algorithm is mechanical procedure that can be expressed within a finite amount of steps (in space and time) for calculating a function. Starting from an initial state and initial input, the instructions describe a computation that, when executed, proceeds through a finite number of well- (1984) interprets it as network analytics, based on idea that space can be broken down into a network of components and people's movement defined through universal assumptions on how we make choices. The interaction of these laws of spatial emergence and generic functions is known as "Space Syntax" (Hillier, 1996) .
Cities can be here seen as deterministic: focus is no longer centered on particular cities per see, but rather on a system of iterative algorithms. These models are highly centralized and only use computational capacities in order to simulate a system that can be qualified as aggregate and in dynamic equilibrium. Time is manifest through the introduction of states and causal relations, replacing geometric space as ground, yet remains reversible as it considers the city as a closed system.
Level 3: Connecting
The increase in computational power in conjunction with the new fluctuating urban condition that came during the post-war reconstruction period, leads to the design of more accurate and detailed models, which paradoxically become more difficult to validate, as there is no essential stability in the system they model. A wave of movements and ideologies emerging as a critique of modernism after the Second World War, is clearly manifest in the diagrammatic concepts of relational city, where relations become primary over nodes, and flows over geometry (Smithson, 1957) . In architecture and urban planning, Peter and Allison Smithson and the TEAM10, introduce the concepts of cluster, and flow, as a more complex stance to the "geometry of crushing banality" of the Moderns (Smithson, 1957) . In their article "Cluster City, a New Shape for the Community", they affirm, Le Corbusier's dream of a Ville Radieuse was supported by a geometry of crushing banality. (...) What we are after is something more complex, and less geometric. We are more concerned with "flow" rather than with "measure". The general idea which fulfills these requirements is the concept of the Cluster. 
Topology and parameters
In the 17th century Gottfried Leibniz envisages the concepts of geometria situs (GreekLatin for geometry of place) and analysis situs (Greek-Latin for picking apart of place), establishing the base for the development of topology as a field of study out of geometry and set theory. For topology, some problems do not depend on the corpuses or exact shape of the objects involved nor their internal algorithms, but rather on the way they are put together in order to shape an emergent manifold. Networks are topologically arranged, both geometrically, in terms of the location of its nodes, and logically, in terms of how data flows inside the network or network protocols. Once these two conditions can be considered as ground, the focus shifts towards the specification and tuning of systems of algorithms, through parametrisation.
With the microprocessor, smaller computers become more powerful and can be linked together into networks, introducing as well a decentralization of computation from commercial to personal computers. The introduction of Object Oriented Languages allows for the encapsulation of data and methods of manipulating data units called objects, interacting with one another in such a way that their methods can be modified without affecting any code that uses them. Deprived of any specificity while yielding many specifications, these abstract objects produce populations of instances of one kind, and become the corner stone of Parametricism. We can notice here an abstraction of existing abstractions, as an attempt to enhance coding opportunities (Scott, 2000) .
Systems and organisms
The fascinosum around the concepts of decentralization, indeterminacy and systems, prevailing in computational urban modelling, takes a metaphoric dash amongst architects and urban planners, to a great extent captivated by biological transpositions on the city. In This approach reaches its limits when building up increasingly complex and detailed models of cities, facing what is known as "The Curse of Dimensionality" (Bellman, 1961) . Bellman claims that by adding more and more parameters from the real phenomena into the model, the demand for computational power increases exponentially.
As a result, the efforts of such modelling become either very complicated or very simple and not sufficiently distinct for describing the complexity of urban environments with adequate benefit (Moosavi 2015) . Similarly for Batty, the enrichment of models by disaggregation and addition of detailed decision-making processes, leads to a paradox where the more detailed the models the harder they are to validate and unlikely to replicate the actual situation they are aiming at (Batty, 2015) .
The idea of City becomes thus dependent on the combination of parameters and their respective allowances. Nature is ultimately analogy, after being symbol and opponent.
This setup finds continuity (and therefore a deadlock) by increasing the amount of parameters and capitalising in structure and computational power.
Urban data streams and the inversion of modelling processes
The levels of abstraction we have reviewed in the previous chapter, do not cancel each other out but cohabit simultaneously depending the degrees of complexity that are being dealt with, and shift along threshold moments of saturation, when more abstract space becomes necessary. For instance, when there is no way to analytically solve a system of equations, the system must be simulated through numerical computation. Which is the case in the problem of urban land use transport models, where highly centralized computational modelling is replaced with a distributed network of computational agents, as relations between different urban actors become more complex. In other words we could relate this to the transition we have previously described from description and natural models and computation and rational models towards networks and disaggregate models.
However, there is not an absolute model of the city -form of life-that can provide a reference plane of stability, but rather a continuous cohabitation of bodies to think in. Higher levels of abstraction allow for the encapsulation of greater complexities, as they take their predecessors as ground to stand on. For instance, with Arithmetic we can consider a specific operation 3*4+7, while Algebra by replacing these specific values by variables, confers them with the capacity of becoming any number. In the same way, when we are dealing with computer networks, computational units are given; or when we talk about parametricism and variation of an architectural design, we can assume that the idea or "objectile" (Deleuze, 1993 ) is a given, while the play takes place on the variations and tuning of their established properties.
The gap
Since the emergence of the machine as urban metaphor, appearing along the development of colonies and the masterplans of the renaissance, the idea of city has been coupled with a level of abstraction, where the why and the how -underlying logics, mechanisms and causal relations -are primary. This approach is not reverted but empowered with the arrival of computational networks in the 70's, along numerical computing and simulation capacities (either centralized or decentralized) that have been developing since the 1950's, giving as a result the organism, or an infinity of interconnected machines, as new urban metaphor. We believe these previous levels of abstraction remain state of the art today, in spite of the rapid development of a radically new urban condition, the increase on computational power and the availability of urban data streams. Therefore our hypothesis is the one of a conceptual gap, between the possibilities provided by our current technological level of abstraction and the state of the art in urban modelling and city theory (See Fig. 2 ).
Such an assumption is not new, as similar critiques have been discussed in "Requiem for getting out of both a universal concept of the urban and the specificity of local cases. With information we are on a different game, one that cannot be theorized nor structured, for information is neither matter nor energy; it has no form or structure.
Data streams and learning models
Today, with the integration of computation into urban life, we can consider ubiquitous computing as an inversion of virtual reality (Weiser, 1994 ) and therefore simulation. While the latter is about simulating a computer-generated world, and implies therefore a purely computational power problem, the former is an articulation of contingent human factors manifested as data. In this way, the notion of data appears under a new light and becomes ground, no longer as the result of designed algorithms or experiments supporting a given hypothesis, but rather as raw material emitted through urban activities. These unstructured and continuous flows, or Urban Data Streams, can be considered as a new urban infrastructure.
Next to the challenges these changes bring, we can also see with an increase in computing power, opens a new plateau that challenges the notions of model and simulation, to which we will refer as learning or "pre-specific modelling" (Bühlmann and Wiedmer, 2008; Moosavi, 2015) .
With data streams and pre-specific models, the previous establishment of an abstract object is no longer necessary, as every real world object can be described selfreferentially by considering its relations to all other objects constituting its context, or more precisely negatively by considering everything which it is not --not all the others --. In this way, rather than focusing on the systematisation through syntaxes, grammars, and patternbased schemata, the complexity of everyday urban situations can be encapsulated in a way that any model can turn into a learning model within a specific condition. Hence, representations of particular objects become increasingly optimal as the amount of data increases. With this in mind, a radical change takes place in the way we think of data, shifting from one of empirical validation and verification tool, as is the case with simulation, towards a latent modelling level of abstraction.
Today ever growing machine learning algorithms are able to teach themselves to perform tasks such as spotting patterns and emergent categories, by crunching huge amounts of data and without being programmed to perform specific tasks originally. In this way the data deluge seems to embed its own solution, outside of parametric systems that finds themselves saturated facing the abundance of data. Consequently the focus shifts from the establishment of predefined frames and parametric systems towards unstructured data itself, which embeds any potential system existing and yet to exist, customised to any specific situation.
Probability and indexes
Since (Castells, 2000) and the generic urban condition (Koolhaas, 1995) are no longer focus but become an acquired ground.
If you ask me my address, (…) this address makes reference to an Euclidean space,
Cartesian that refers to given and known reference points. This space is the one in which we have lived and I am going to show that we have abandoned it. It used to be the space of networks (of coordinates, of airways, of highways etc.). As these networks exist since long, we can say that the space of networks is the space of the past (Serres, 2013).
Coding literacy and patterns: the inversion of urban modeling processes
As traditional simulations models construct a logical set up in order to understand complexity under a fixed mechanism, or function, with data streams we are leaving the era of machines. The beauty of computers is that they are not machines. They are abstract machines . This means that computers cannot only evoke every known machine, but any machine that we will think of in the future. The ways in which we grasp this level of abstraction, beyond the consideration of machines as merely fast calculators or performers of repetitive tasks, can be considered as a new kind of literacy that we will refer to as coding as literacy .
We have shown throughout our genealogy, the tight relations woven between our levels of abstraction and the ways in which we are able to construct specific ideas of the city (See Fig.3 ). Taking this into account comes the central question underlying our hypothesis. How is the new coding literacy being integrated to the realms of computational urban modelling and city theory? In a parallel direction, we could refer to diverse mobile applications such as Endomondo, in which running and walking patterns can be used in order to identify emergent walk ways and design better infrastructures for pedestrian flows. By developing appropriate incentive policies based on these observations, city agencies can have an influence and be influenced by the way people are walking in the city, in a way which is neither a top-down modernist planning nor an explicit participatory system, where people's opinion can be biased by the direct involvement in decision making processes.
Conclusion
We perceive currently a cohabitation of models and theories in the contemporary debate around cities and information, which reflect an interesting overlapping of the levels of abstraction we have described throughout this paper. On one side we recognize entering approaches, namely with the emerging fields of Social Physics, which focus on predictive and computational theories of human behaviour (Pentland, 2014) , and of city science (Bettencourt et al., 2007) . The latter has been attracting a community of physicists with a classical Newtonian approach, asserting the possibility of an absolute universal principle for cities or any kind of human agglomeration, able to prescribe energy consumption and size, while decoupling from any form of cultural contextualisation. This approach asserts consequently that cities are purely definable in terms of fixed universal laws, stressing therefore deterministic ideas of the city and the human, where natural conditions override cultural ones. Concurrently, on the second level, which we identify as knowing, pre-defined algorithms become primary over data. Mostly well known and merchandised under the larger flag of "Smart City", these models are based on the transposition of enterprise managerial processes onto the urban realm and embody private economic interests.
Supporters of this approach see integrated digital infrastructures for collecting and processing data as a second electrification for cities. Defining cities merely in terms of their infrastructural makeup, may it be physical or digital; this approach presents as ultimate purpose the optimization and performance of the city as finite and controllable urban object. More computationally hungry and complex than the entering approaches, and its social physics models, machinic models are composed by groupings of rules, translated into systems of algorithms or machines. Oppositely to the previous level of abstraction, these rules are not natural or divine, but dictated by administrative and economic powers (interests).
Alongside, we identify a third approach or bottom-up view of the Smart City, led by hackers, activists and startups. We will relate these views to a connecting approach to the city, as networks and relations between agents or machines become primary, and disaggregated models overcome the limits of previously centralized ones. In this line of thought, as Ratti and Townsend put it on the "The Social Nexus" (Ratti and Townsend, 2011) ., the best way to harness a city's potential for creativity and innovation is to jack people into the network and get out of the way. Inspired from Jane Jacobs view of city neighbourhoods as organs of self-governance as described in "The Death and Life of Great American Cities" (Jacobs, 1961) , this view pre-assumes horizontal structures in city planning would work better than vertical structures. During the last years, this approach has emerged more concretely with the development of civic apps in the early 2010's and continues growing today with the rapid development of digital economy through platforms such as Airbnb, Uber, and crowd funding services such as Kickstater and Indiego.
However and paradoxically, in spite of promising a more productive way forward by integrating formerly ignored citizen needs and promoting entrepreneurship, these platforms rely on some kind of centralised corporate states, which provide an infrastructural setup for connectivity. In addition to underlying socio-economical unevenness of its data sets, the connecting approach takes perhaps too jauntily for granted the idea that social networks are fundamentally democratic.
Technology is the answer but what was the question?
It's been almost fifty years since Cedric Price provocatively titled his 1966 lecture with a question that comes back today with tremendous actuality, at a moment where to more complex situations we keep on offering more complex solutions, bigger systems, more parameters, more agents, more computational power. However, Cities have never been about efficiency or optimization.
Certainly, 11000 years of urban history barely match with the current standards promoted by rankings of sustainability and liveability. As Greenfield (2013) points out, at the moment, we are only being offered one particular story about the deployment of networked informatics in the urban milieu, and though it is widely predominant in the culture, it only portrays the narrowest sliver of what is possible. Today, with the advent of an increasingly important digital urban make up, we believe architects and urban researchers should look with genuine interest and curiosity at transversal developments in computation and computer science.
This is the reason why we have attempted through our urban genealogy, by taking a step back and looking more abstractly, at illustrating how concurrent informational and technological concepts have a direct influence in the construction of imaginaries and theories about the city. The relation between information technologies and cities has existed since their very inception. However, with the fast development of computers and the exponential increase in computational power followed by the data deluge, we identify an epistemic gap deepening between the level of abstraction these information technologies allow for and our models and theories about the city. When we consider machines purely as fast calculators and confer them with power through simplistically assembled statistics, we are reducing complex entities such as cities to the same kind of deterministic scope, be it centralized or decentralized.
As we have shown on this paper, there's a cohabitation of bodies of thought or epistemes in the contemporary urban realm, yet their scope seems to limit to previous technological capacities. People behave in unexpected and irrational ways that can in no way be predicted by any kind of underlying system, and so are cities, full of paradoxes and contingent occurrences. We believe the crucial question is not the axiomatic solution of problems by establishing a brand data-driven science or theory, nor oppositely the upcoming of a brand new empiricism. While there are new instances that don't seem to fit into the current urban discourse, we see the unfolding of a fourth level of abstraction, which is about learning and tends towards a focus in the constitution of problems. "A Quantum City, Mastering the Generic" (Hovestadt et al., 2015) embodies a data intensive or indexical idea of the city, which we consider is along this line of thought. Under this light, the perception of patterns should not be considered as answer but rather the key towards new set of questions. This paper was written as an introduction to our body of research, and in our future works we will aim at elucidating the new possibilities that this fourth level on learning is opening up.
